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small change forced tradesmen to issue their own token
coins.    The widespread custom of paying wages in kind
(truck wages), which lasted for many centuries in spite of
numerous laws, was partly the result of a lack of circulating
medium.    Again, the English currency system was one of
bimetallism and the inability to preserve a correct ratio
between the two metals, gold and silver, caused at one time
an outflow of gold to other countries, at another time an
outflow of silver.    Further, owing to the technical deficiencies
of the Mint heavy coins were either melted down for plate
and for export as bullion, which diminished the quantity
of  currency in  circulation,   or  they were clipped,  which
diminished their value in payment for goods.    And three
great branches   of  foreign trade—East India, Baltic and
Levant—depended on the export of bullion, of which the
store had necessarily to be replenished from other sources.
Herein lay one reason for the importance attached to the
balance   of   trade  as  ' a  national  object'.    A  favourable
balance with one country enabled  England to support an
adverse balance with another country whose products were
essential to  her, such as iron and naval stores1.    In the
light of these various considerations may be discerned the
explanation why the traditional attitude of the Middle Ages
towards the precious metals persisted long after they had
become more plentiful through the discovery of America,
The Mercantilists were moved by a genuine fear of their
lapsing into scarcity again, as in actual practice was some-
times the case.    Davenant—who enjoyed perhaps greater
authority than any other seventeenth-century economist—
voiced the real mercantilist viewpoint when he declared,
on the one hand, that the ' true riches " of a country consisted
of industrious inhabitants and natural products ; and on the
other, that there must be enough money " to keep the wheels
of the machine in motion ", that is, for the payment of rent,
wages, commodities and taxes.    An insufficiency of specie
to drive the nation's trade starved commerce of its * radical
moisture ' and lessened its volume.    The Mercantilists were
1 An Enquiry into the Causes of the Present High Price of Provisions
(1767), part i. 13, note i.

